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Abstract U,V velocity components in the x and y
directions

Ensemble averaged two component velocity mea- U. free stream velocity
surements over an airfoil experiencing oscillatory dy- xy chordwise and vertical distance
namic stall under compressibility conditions were ob- a angle of attack
tained. The measurements show the formation of a ao mean angle of attack
separation bubble over the airfoil that persists till an- am amplitude of oscillation
glee of attack close to when the dynamic stall vortex 0 phase angle of oscillation
forms and convects. The fluid attains mean velocities W circular frequency, radians/sec
as large as 1.6 times the free stream velocity(U. ) with
instantaneous values of 1.8Uo. The airfoil motion 1. Introduction
induces these large velocities in regions that are far
removed from its surface. Also, depending upon the The phenomenon of dynamic stall is an impor-
behavior of the separation bubble, the wall jet profiles taut case of forced unsteady separated flow and is of
near the leading edge region could become vake like great importance to both helicopters and fixed wing
over the airfoil in a cycle at different phase angles. aircraft. Dynamic stall relates to production of lift
Vorticity contours indicate that the levels around the at angles o attack higher than the static stall angle
leading edge continuously increase till the vortex be- by agly pitchig an he static stinlygins to convect. Some of the measurement difficulties, by rapidly pitching an airfoil - a situation routinely

encountered in helicopter blade motion. The majorespecially, particle behavior are discussed as well. benefit of dynamic stall, namely, enhanced lift has re-

mained unutilized because of the detrimental effects
Nomenclature of the associated pitching moment fluctuations due

to the convection of the dynamic stall vortex over the
c airfoil chord airfoil upper surface. A solution to the problem lies
f frequency of oscillation, Hz in controlling the process of flow separation and man-
k reduced frequency = if agement of vorticity prodrced by the rapid pitching

tr, process. However, to accomplish this, a thorough un-
M free stream Mach number derstanding of the physics of the flow over the airfoil,

especially around the leading edge is needed. The pro-1 Assistant Director and Adjunct Research Pro- cess of dynamic stall is very complex and Carr pro-
lessor; Associate Fellow, AIAA. Mailing Address: vides a comprehensive review of the problem. The im-
M.S. 260-1. NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett portance of compressibility, even at a low free stream
Field, CA 94035 Mach number of 0.2 has been established by the ear-

2 Research Scientist; Member AIAA. On Leave lier work of McCroskey 2 . Harper and Flanigan' found
from National Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore,, that the benefits of dynamic stall, namely the pro-
India duction of enhanced lift, were negated by compress-

Copyright @ 1991 by the Anerican Institute of ibility. Recently, Chandrasekhara and Carr4, Chan-
Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc. No copy- drasekhara and Brydges' , Chandrasekhara et al6 have
right is asserted in the United States under Ti- studied the global dynamic stall flow field by flow vi-
tie 17, U.S. Code. The U.S. Government has a sualization, and found that compressibilit% effects set
royalty-free !icense to exercise all rights under in at M = 0 3, and that the flow field is significantly
the copyright claimed herein for Government affected, but the dynamic lift is still generated. Much
purposes. All other rights are reserved by the of the earlier work referred to above is either globally
copyright owner, qualitative or locally quantitative and limited to the
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surface. About the only quantitative documentation the windows results in an identical movement of the
of the flow field that exists was obtained by DeRuyck airfoil which is supported by the windows. The airfoil
et al" at a very low flow velocity (O (10 rn/s)). The is supported by pins push fitted between two 2.54cm
low speed of the experiment and the use of hot wires thick optical quality glass windows. The airfoil sup-
in grossly separated flows severely limits the validity ports are unique in that the pins carry the entire load.
and vsefulness , the data. The pins are smaller than the local airfoil thickness

The dynamic stall flow field is a complicated corn- and hence provide complete optical access to the air-
bination of a multitude of fluid dynamic effects such foil surface. This makes detailed flow studies possible
as tremedous acceleration around the leading edge, even at the surface.,
formation of strong suction peaks, development of The oscillating drive was designed to meet the
the local boundary layer under the strongly adverse following specifications:
pressure gradient following such acceleration, transi-
tion of tht laminar boundary layer, separation of the a ao + amsin2fft = ao + amsinwt
boundary layer and its reattachment resulting in a
separation bubble, its subsequent growth and even- 0 < a0 5 150
tual bursting just before the formation of the dynamic - 1
stall vortex, formation of shock(s) and the induced 20 < < 10'
separation due to it, addition of large amounts of co- 0 < f 100Hz
herent vorticity into the flow and its coalescence into 0 1
the dynamic stall vortex and so on. The interaction 0 < M,, < 0.5
between the various phenomena and the trailing edge
separated flow that propagates towards the leading 200,000 < Re < 106
edge only add to the flow complexity. For proper con- airfoil chord = 7.62cm
trol schemes to be devised to manage this flow, it is
obvious that a careful and thorough study of the basic The flow conditions correspond to a helicopter in
fluid flow physics is needed to isolate the individual forward flight and the Reynolds number corresponds
effects and the role of various parameters. A survey to that of a th scale model rotor, whose test re-
of the computational studies shows that Grohsmeyer suits are directly applicable to a helicopter rotor., The
et a, Ekaterinaria, Courier and Fung ° have begun in-draft wind tunnel and the unsteady drive system
to address some of the above mentioned issues. How- is known as the Compressible Dynamic Stall Facility
ever, there is no experimental data available for the (CDSF). Fig. 1 provides a schematic of the facility
comparison and validation of the computational re- and its instrumentation.
suits.

The present work is aimed at quantifying the ve- 3. Instrumentation and Measurement
locity field with the hope that some progress can be Technique
made in understanding the flow physics, with which
ideas of dynamic stall flow control can be developed,
while at the same time the data base generated will A. Phase Locking Instrumentation
serve to veiify computational results and also enable
development of new codes that incorporate appropri- The CDSF is instrumented with 3 digital en-
ate flow physics. coders. Of these, one is an absolute position encoder

providing 3600 counts per revolition and is used for
2. Description of Facility the mean angle of attack information., The other two

are incremental position encoders with a resolution
of 800 counts per revolution. One of the incrementalThe experiments were conducted in the in-draft encoders is used for obtaining the frequency/phase

wind tunnel of the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory(FML) angle information. The other could be used for the
at NASA Ames Research Center (ARC). It is one of instantaneous angle of attack. But, for the series of
the ongoing dynamic stall research projects in the experiments being reported, it was not used.
Navy-NASA Joint Institute of Aeronautcis between A two color, two component frequency shifted
the Naval Postgraduate School and NASA ARC. TSI LDV system was used to obtain the measure-

The details of the FML in-draft wind tunnel are ments. Traversing was accomplished by directing the
given in Carr and Chandrasekhara 11 . The facility is 4 beams of the system by mirrors on to a 352 mm
one of a complex of four in-draft wind tunnels con- focal length lens mounted on a com, 'iter controlled
nected to a 108m 3 /sec (240,000 CFM), 9,000 hp evac- traverse. The scattered light was collected 15 degrees
uation compressor. The test section size is 25.4cm X off-axis from direct forward scatter, this provided a
35cm X 100cm The flow in the tunnel is controlled reduced probe volume length and thus, improved the
by a variable cross section downstream diffuser. Its measurement resolution. The receiving optics were on
throat is always kept choked so that no disturbances a different traverse mechanism, but this was driven as
can propagate upstream into the test section from the a slave traverse to that on the transmitting side, and
other tunnels or the compressor. the two sides were kept aligned throughout. Two TSI

A unique mechansim was designed and built to 1990 series counters were used to process the individ-
produce the oscillatory motion of the airfoil. It is de- ual photonmultiplier tube signals.
scribed in Ref. 11 The drive system is located on top Unsteady flow studies using LDV require phase
of the test section. The test section windows are con- locking circuitry that are capable of handling the ran-
nected to the drive and the sinusoidal movement of dora nature of the LDV data. Since the LDV data
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rate is dependent on particle arrival rate, which is in stations, acquiring 10,000 samples per channel along
general random and a function of the local flow, there with the three encoder outputs, namely, mean angle
is a need to read the instantaneous phase angle each of attack, phase angle and frequency of oscillation,
time an LDV data sample is validated. This requires per sample - all measurements were stored on disk
latching circuits to freeze the continuous encoder data and archived on tape.
based on an event in the flow. In the present exper- During the analysis stage of the experiment, the
iments, this event was specified to be the occurence raw data files were processed by another package by
of coincident LDV data i.e. simultaneous Doppler sorting into 120 bins at a resolution of -1".50 and the
signals in both the U and V components. The coin- plots displayed on the screen. At this stage, a mini-
cidence window width was chosen to be 50psec. The mum number of samples could be set depending upon
LDV data was input to a NASA LDV multiplexer, to the demands of statistical stationarity. The results
which the encoder outputs processed by the countipg presented here were obtained by stipulating that each
circuitry were also connected., The coincidence detec- phase angle bin contained at least 50 samples. When
tion pulse (i.e. the data ready pulse) from the multi- ever the required number of samples was not present
plexer was used to freeze the encoder data at that in- in any bin, that bin was said to contain a 'hole'. A
stant, until all the data was completely transferred to monotonic spline curve fit was then used to interpo-
a microVAX II computer in the DMA mode. As soon late the data to 'fill the hole' between valid data bins.
as this was accomplished, the latches were released This method worked successfully over most phase an-
for fresh data. In view of the high oscillation frequen- gles of interest for the problem.
cies encountered, changes in the instantaneous angle Data was acquired in a rectangular x-y grid, with
of attack would occur in the time it takes to freeze x and y measured from the leading edge of the airfoil
the encoders. This along with the general paucity of when its angle of attack was zero degrees.
the LDV data and the time it takes to transfer it to
the computer required high speed latches to be used. C. Seeding
Fig. 2 presents a schematic of the method followed.
This inverse method of data collection is considered
superior to specifying the phase angle and waiting for The flow was seeded with 1 m polystyrene latex
a certain sample size to be collected. particles(PSL) suspended in alchohol and dispersed

by the TSI 9306 six-jet atomiser. The particles were

injected from slightly behind the indraft tunnel inlet
B. The Technique continuously and arrived at the probe volume after

travelling a distance of over 3 meters, by which time
As mentioned above, velocity data was acquired the alchohol had evaporated and only the PSL re-

each time both components were available simultane- mained. The location of the injector was adjusted to
ously. Concurrently, the various encoders were also suit the streamline pattern at different measurement
read. In general, 10,000 coincident samples of each points.
of U and V velocity components were obtained along
with the encoder information for each sample. The D. Experimental Conditions
process was computer controlled by an extensive soft-
ware package that was speciaily developed for the pur- The flow Mach number was set to 0.3. The oscil-
pose. The software capabilities include checks for de- lation frequency was 21.6 Hz which corresponded to
tecting the oscillating drive frequency variations be- a reduced frequency of 0.05. The airfoil was NACA
yond a pre-set tolerance, sorting the data into bins 0012 airfoil, oscillating about the 25% chord point,
and plotting histograms and velocity vs. phase angle with its angle of attack varying as
distributions. At any stage when the data appeared
not to pass the standard tests of data validation, a = 100 - lO0 sinwt
( for example a widely scattered histogram), the entire Thus, phase angle of 00 corresponded to a = 100, 900
ata set was rejected and new data was acquired. The to a = 00 on its downstroke, 1800 to a = 100 on the

data was sorted into 36 bins corresponding to different upstroke and 2700 to the maximum angle of attack
phase angles in a ±5 0 range. If the distributions in- of 200. The LDV probe volume was traversed in the
dicated any irregularities, then the data was rejected range -0.25 _< x/c < 0.75, 0.0 < y/c < 0.67. The
and the experiment repeated. Since such irregulari- resolution was 6.25mm in the x direction and 1.25mm
ties could be due to improper setting of the gains and in the y direction.
the filters (it should be noted that the flow has a very
large dynamic range in this experiment through an os-
cillation cycle), the electronic components were very 3. Results -lid Discussion
carefully set and the setting maintained. Since this
often resulted in reduced data rates, the collection of A summary of the data to be presented is shown
samples took several minutes at each point, (as much in Fig 3. Following a measurement of the two dimen-
as 30 min. at some locations). However, this was pre- sionality of the flow along a spanwise line at location
ferred to any other means of increasing the data rate B, time-histories of streamwise velocity at positions
because of the truly unsteady nature of the flow and A,B,C,D are compared and contrasted. The next data
the large dynamic range dictated by the fluid dynam- set will concentrate on details of the separation region
ics of the problem. This procedure was repeated at enclosed in the box E. The final set of measurements
each measurement location. Typically, a verticil ve- will examine the velocity and vorticity fields in the
locity traverse above the airfoil surface consisted of 40 larger region denoted by the box F
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A. Two-Dimensionality Surveys 0.9Uo.. As the airfoil pitches up, the fluid around
the leading edge is drawn with it and is imparted the

The tunnel flow two dimensionality was studied accelerations of the moving surface and eventually by
with the airfoil oscillating for M = 0.3, k = 0.05, at 4' - 2160 , it has attained a velocity of 1.3U,,., As deep
location x/c = 0.0 (i.e. nominally the leading edge) dynamic stall occurs, the velocity drops significantly
and y/c = 0.167 for several spanwise locations. Distri- to 0.85U.. and remains low till reattachment. The
butions of the normalized streamwise velocity compo- corresponding V velocities have reached values as high
nent are shown in Fig. 4 at five spanwise locations on as 30% of the free stream value at 4 - 00, a - 100,
an offset scale. As can be seen, the curves are paral- but decrease to about 0.15U. at 4' - 900 , a 00,
li everywhere through the oscillation cycle to within and increase to nearly 0.6U,, at 4' = 2160., During
5%, except in the range 2160 < 4' < 3200. Ear- the deep dynamic stall phase of the motion, the V
her schlieren flow visualization experiments by Chan- component of velocity remains high.
dra-ekhara and Carr4 have shown that for the exper- A very interesting case of the U velocity field is
imental conditions of this graph, deep dynamic stall seen in Fig. 5a for x/c = 0.083, y/c = 0.067., (At this
occurs at a = 15.90 corresponding to 0 = 2160 when location, no samples could be found for 0 < 0 !5 300
the dynamic stall vortex is shed., The upstream effects and the airfoil blocks the beams for 1900 < 4' < 3600 .,

of the large scale flow separation and the large verti- The non zero values shown are an artifact of the data
cal flow scales are responsible for the differences seen processing routine for such cases.) As the airfoil angle
after stall. However, the flow can be treated as es- of attack decreases, the velocity drops from 1.35U..
sentially two-dimensional over the phase angle range (at 4' = 300, a = 50) to 1.05U, at 4 = 900 , a = 00
of interest through the central two-thirds of the test and increases as the upward motion of the airfoil be-
section. Measurements beyond these stations were gins.. At 4' P 1600, (a - 60) the maximum velocity
either difficult due to seeding problems or the LDV of 1.45U~o in the cycle is reached and suddenly, over
probe volume was not 'visible' to the receiving optics a very short phase angle range, the velocity drops by
because of the off-axis forward scatter arrangement 45% to 0.8UO. and picks up slightly, before the beams
used. All further measurements were hence restricted are blocked by the moving airfoil. The significance of
to the mid-span plane. the drop is that the probe volume is penetrated by the

separation bubble on the airfoil surface which moves
s Pwith the airfoil and grows with increasing angle of at-8. Selected Distribution of - vs Phase Angle tack. It is worth mentioning here that a bubble was

also detected at this p" Ase angle for this flow condi-
Fig. 5 presents the phase variation of the nor- tions in a separate stud using interferometry12. In-

malized U and V velocity components at selected lo- side the bubble, the velocities are smaller than around
cations in the flow field. Dramatic variations are to it. The V velocity component remains high at 0.2U..
be expected in a complex flow such as this and hence, for most part where measurements could be obtained,
the following discussion. but shows a drop through the bubble. The measure-

In Fig. 5a, at x/c = -0.25, y/c = 0.583, a lo- ment point is estimated to be about 1-2%chord above
cation upstream of the airfoil leading edge, the flow the airfoil surface at this phase angle, and measure-
almost follows the sinusoidal motion imposed by the ments closer could not be obtained due to the airfoil
oscillating airfoil. The most noteworthy feature at blocking the laser beams.
this station is that the peak velocity is 1.15UO,, and At x/c = 0.75 and y/c = 0.133, a point down-
occurs at a phase angle of about 2160, which corre- stream of the point of oscillation, the velocity through
sponds to the dynamic stall angle as already stated. the first half of the oscillation cycle are lower than the
Beyond this phase angle, tht separated flow causes free stream value. But, as before, it increases during
the velocity to drop as the streamlines are deceler- the upward motion of the airfoil until the deep dy-
ated when the airfoil continues to pitch up and the namic stall phase of the cycle. Interestingly, the mag-
flow gets blocked by the high angle of attack of the nitude is ; 1.1LUoJ at this point and it does not drop
airfoil. In fact, the effects remain until the flow reat- during this phase at all. The V component is neg-
taches at around a phase angle of - 3300. Only after ative everywhere with a maximum of -0.2UO,. The
the flow is fully reestablished, does the velocity in- streamlines are curving towards the airfoil surface at
crease again. The V velocity distribution in Fig. 5b this location throughout the cycle and the local flow
shows a velocity of about 6-8% of the free stream is ti,,ce dimensional and turbulent during deep stall,
value at 4' = 00, i.e. at a - 100, which drops to The above discussion provides a glimpse into the
about 2-3% at - 900, a = 00 and starts to in- complexity of the flow field and the variety of possi-

crease as the airfoil pitches up, reaching a peak value bilties encountered in large amo'wtude dynamic stall
of 0. 12Uo,, at ' - 2'60. Once again, the value remains flow.
high as the streamlines are deflected upward while be-
ing slowed down due to massive flow separation until C. Velocity vs Phase at Different Vertical Loca-
reattachment 4 becomes complete. tions: Measurenients in the Separation Bubble

At x/c = 0.0, (the leading edge at a = 00), the
fluid experiences much more dramatic accelerations Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the U and V ve-
and decelerations through the cycle. For example, locities with phase at x/c = 0.083. At this particular
during the pitch down cycle of the airfoil 0 < 4 _< location, a separation bubble was present. Thus, the
900, the fluid velocity decreases from I.2Uo t-o about, distributions in Fig. 6a show some very interesting
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features. For example, at y/c = 0.067, at 4 = 1600, 0.083 at selected phase angles ranging from before the
the velocity drops as already disc-nssed in Sec. B bubble formation to after occurence of deep dynamic
above. It should be noted that in unsteady flows, sep- stall. It is clear that the range of the velocities is much
aration does not necessarily imply reverse flows and larger at x/c = 0.083 than at x/c = 0.0. For exam-
thus, over most of the bubble, only lower than free pie, at y/c = 0.1, the maximum velocity is 1.6Uo at
stream velocities were encountered. Reverse flows are 0 = 1500 and 1.64Uoo at 4 = 171 ° . The corre-
expected to be present only very close to the wall and sponding values for x/c = 0.0 are 1.56U,, and 1.52U.
as stated earlier, measurement access down to the wall respectively. Regardless, it is much higher than the
was not possible due to the beam configuration used. free stream value and is due to two factors: (1) airfoil
At the higher y/c locations, the phase angles at which angle of attack and (2) the airfoil motion. Ericsson 14

the dip in velocity occurs is progressively higher due has referred to the latter as the 'moving wall effect'
to the shape of the separation bubble and the air- wherein the fluid in the boundary layer is energized
foil motion till y/c = 0.150. (The data for y/c = 0.1 by the rapidly moving airfoil, thus acquires the abil-
showed holes for 1800 < 3450) Beyond this point, the ity to resist the adverse pressure gradient and hence,
distributions are nearly parallel, indicating that these separation is delayed. A quantitative documentation
points are clearly outside the bubble. From this data of this effect was hitherto not available. The present
and the airfoil profile at € = 2000, it appears that results show that the 'leading edge jet effect' result-
the maximum bubble height is 3-4% chord above the ing in the wall jet like velocity distribution actually
airfoil surface. is felt considerably into the outer flow and is not just

A look at the V component of velocity shows confined to near the wall. Also, it extends sufficiently
a nearly constant velocit$, through the bubble, for downstream over the airfoil. Despite the fact that the
y/c = 0.067, till 4 = 1860 where a decrease is ob- velocities decrease in the separation bubble, the veloc-
served. For y/c = 0.117, a gradual increase occurs ity immediately outside of it is extremely large, about
through the bubble. For y/c = 0.133 and 0.150, at 1.6U,,.. The acceleration is being felt from very low
4 f 2000, a = 13.40, an abrupt increase in the V ye- angles of attack, in fact, even at a < 50 and thus, is
locity develops. It is believed that this change is due clearly due to the moving wall because, at low angles
to the bubble breaking up at 4 -_ 2000. When this of attack, the velocity at the leading edge is not very
happens, the streamlines around it are pushed out- large and also, the dynamic stall vortex has not yet
ward and thus, an increase is seen at higher locations formed and thus, the flow is still attached and fol-
as well. As the dynamic stall angle is approached, lows the airfoil profile. It is also to be noted that the
the outer deflection of the streamlines is even more velocity of the airfoil leading edge is a maximum of
pronounced and this translates to even higher V ye- - 3% of the free stream value, but still the effects of
locities. the airfoil pitching are very strong. This implies that

Similar trends were also measured at x/c = 0.167, the degree of unsteadiness, if measured as a ratio of
but the bubble was found only at y/c = 0.083. the leading edge velocity to the free stream velocity,
Very closely spaced surveys Ly Chandrasekhara and shows a large effect even at very low values.
VanDyken 13 confirmed this to be the case and alao As the airfoil angle of attack increases beyond the
showed that the extent of the bubble is approximately static stall angle (12.40), the fluid velocity closer to
0.15c covering the range 0.017 < x/c < 0.167. the surface decreases as can be seen in Fig., 7a and

It is interesting to compare the picture of the 7b. Also, in Fig. 7b, a wake like profile emerges for
development of the bubble with that obtained us- 0 > 1980. This change is believed to be due to
ing point diffraction interferometry (PDI) (Carr et the opening out of the bubble and the gushing of the
a112). The interferometry results show that the bub- fluid surrounding it immediately following the event.
ble forms at nearly the same angle as was seen in the Further, the location of the maximum defect moves
LDV studies and grows till it breaks up. The PDI im- closer to the surface as the angle of attack increases.
ages show that the dynamic stall vortex forms during Typical velocity defects measured were about 0.2Uo.
the breaking up process and the constant density con- Fig. 7c shows the velocity profiles at x/c = 0.583,
tours develop appropriate curvature subsequently on At low phase angles, 4) < 2000 , the profiles are the
its front bide. 0O tb.t back side, however, the flow is same as the local boundary layer as at this location, it
very turbulent ann thils, only a few density contours is about 4-5% chord thick depending upon the angle
could be seen The L V data of Chandrasekhara and of attack. Thus, a few measurement points could be
VanD:,ken 13 shoi:s th-t the velocities rise when the obtained. At larger phase angles, at this location, the
bubble breaks at aroi nd 4 - 2000 , indicating a fair effect of the dynamic stall vortex is felt strongly. The
degree of mixing between the ambient fluid and the vortex increases the velocity in the outer flow and de-
bubble fluid. Thus the spanwise averaged instanta- creases in the inner flow. it appears that the flow is
neous flow measurements and the long time averaged very turbulent and unsteady within the vortex. Thus,
point measurements agree reasonably well. Finer de- measurements during its passage through the mea-
tails of the flow neea more sophisticated methods of surenent %ouhne. show the effects as wiggles in the
extracting the flow information, velocity profiles The effect propagates to larger y/e

locations as the angle of attack increases and the Nor-

D. Velocity Profiles at Different x/c Locations tex grows in size. No negative U velocities were mea-
sured anywhere in the measurement grid and thus,
the %ortex as such could not be identified. But, the

The velocity profiles at different phase angles are large scale distortions in the profiles are indicative of
shown in Fig 7a for x/c = 0.0 and in Fig. 7b for x/c = the passage of die %ortex. (see also Sec. G)
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E. Global Distributions of Absolute Velocity 0.08 - 0.1. Also, the leading edge wall jet effect is seen
clearly. Further, following contour line 15, the wake

Fig. 8 shows the absolute velocity vectors plot- like profile could also be found between x/c = 0.16
ted at the local flow angle in the flow field. Fig. 8a - 0.2. Regions of low velocity are developing beyond
is drawn for 4a = 900, or a = 00 and indicates x/c = 0.3, but near the leading edge, at y/c = 0.05,
that even though the airfoil is at zero degrees angle the velocity is still 1.15U,,., This figure resembles thethateve thughtheairoil s a zeo dgres agle interferogram obtained for the same conditions(Carr
of attack, the velocities over the airfoil exceed the free inefrga obiedortesm cndtnsarstream slightly., The vertical velocities were found to et al14). Finally, in Fig. 9d, at 0 - 2160, it is interest-
be non zero for this condition even in the outer flow, ing to note that several pockets of high fluid velocity
a clear indication of the presence of hysterisis effects (1 in con tour lin 1 fom in the she lye
of oscillation. Closer to the airfoil leading edge, in tendin to /c = 0.45 and y/c = 0.25. The velocities
addition, the fluid still has to negotiate the curva- around the leading edge are still large, even under this
ture and hence, a slight positive (upward) velocity is condition. But, the flow towards the trailing edge is
measured. The figure shows that the streamlines are moving very slowly at 0.5Uo. Significant structure
nearly horizontal, except around the leading edge. can also be seen in the flow.

Fig. 8b shows the absolute veloity field at 4- =
2010 , a = 13.580. The rapid flow accelerations are F. Vorticity Distributions
clearly seen well into the outer flow in it, as also,
the wake like distributions discussed above at x/c = The z-component of vorticity (normalized by rjL)
0.083. The slowing down of the flow is also evidentnear the airfoil surface at larger x/c locations. From was calculated from the measured U and V compo-
the orientation of the velocity vectors it can be in- nents of velocities by first fitting a cubic spline curve
ferred that the vertical velocities around the leading to the data and interpolating the velocities in a grid
fe are targe.nfct , the ve velocit aroud h an at a resolution of 1.25mm - using a second order cen-
edgae of large. In fact, the V velocity could reach a tral differencing scheme. Thus, the noise level in thevlue of O.5UOO. The effects of the airfoil motion are ditbuonisepcdtoehghaaot20
seen once again at very large (0.5c) y/c values. The distributions is expected to be high at about 20%
effects are the strongest at both upstream locations of the local maximum vorticity values (in both the
(/c = -0.083 and x/c = 00) and at x/c = 0.083. positive and negative quantities). The following dis-
By x/ = 0.25, the fluid is turning inward and as cussion about the vorticity field should be still valid,

especially before the dynamic stall vortex begins tothe fluid moves downstream, it turns even more, The convect (see also Sec. G), because no discontinuities
schlieren studies of Chandrsaekhara and Carr4 have such as shocks were encountered within the measure-
shown that at this angle of attack, the dynamic stall mnt gid. The picture of the flow field thus is also
vortex has just formed, and the measured behavior is quantitatively valid up to the point where the parti-
consistent with that study. In general, the outer flow cles were vble to follow the flow adequately.
is only slightly turning, but the inner flow streamlines Fig. 10b shows that at 4. = 1710 (a = 8.440),
are curving strongly upward around the leading edge,but by x/c = 0.25, the flow is pointing downward. a region of cloci. wise vortidity has developed over the
Altoythedere25,nghvelotiscl to the surface at airfoil,just aro1nd the location of the separation bub-Also, the decreasing velocities closer tble, with a peak vorticity of-8 units in it. A region oflarger x/c distances are also clearly sezn., counter clockwise vorticity could also be found above

At 0 = 2160, the airfoil is at the dynamic stall an- it, but the peak vorticity in it is only about 5 units.
gle and the velocity piofiles exhibit large changes at As the airfoil reaches an angle of attack of 10 degrees,
some locations, and the dynamic range is also large. Fig. 10b, the clockwise vorticity has increased to -11
Yet, no negative velocities are seen. Even in the re- units, whereas the anticlockwise vorticity is still at 5
gion enveloped by the leading edge shear layer and units. The extent of the vortical region has grown to
the dynamic stall vortex, large velocities are seen. about 25%chord in both the x and y directions.. As
One of the reasons for this is that the reverse flow the airfoil pitches to higher angles of attack, the vor-
region is expected to be only about 2-3% chord thick ticity should steadily increase until stall occurs. Fig.
at best and the negative velocities in it are likely to be 10c shows that at 4. = 1980 , this is the case as the
small. Since the vortex is being convected at 0.3Uo 4, clockwise vorticity has doubled to -22 units, but the
it is unlikely that large reverse flow velocities will be anticlockwise vorticity has only increased to about
encountered. Once again, the vectors show that at 10 units. Earlier experiments4 have shown that the
this angle of attack, the leading edge flow has been vortex begins to convect at arourd this phase angle.,
pushed away from the airfoil, an effect felt over wide The separation bubble also bursts around the same
distances. angle of attack. Thus, a combined effect is felt by

Fig. 9a presents the contours of the absolute ve- the airfoil, which should be seen in its vorticity field.,
locity for some of the above cases. It is seen that even By the time dynamic stall occurs, at a = 15.90, the
at a = 00, the velocity range is from 0.88 - 1.U 0 . clockwise vorticity has increased to about -31 units,
At a = 8.950, Fig. 9b, the contour lines (12) show a but the counter clockwise vorticity is still snall at 12
maximum velocity of 1.45Uoo. It is found , i a pocket units. Beyond this angle, the vortex is shed and so
of fluid above the airfoil surface. Between this fluid the total circulation over the airfoil should decrease.
and the airfoil, lower velocities could be found. It Fig 11 presents a plot of the 'net circulation'
should be recalled here that a separation bubble was over the measurement grid. The computed vortici-
detected here., In Fig. 9c, as the angle of attack in- ties were integrated by including only the values that
creases to 14.070, the peak velocity reaches 1.55U,,, were above the noise level (arbitrarily chosen to be
but the fluid is at 0.1c above the surface, at x/c = 25% of the local maximum) for vorticity of both signs
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to get the circulation. This graph has the same lim- have been lost. The smallest velocity measured any-
itations as the vorticity field. However, some clear where was about 0.15U as seen in histograms at
trends are evident and hence, the results are pre- some locations. These ar largely responsible for the
sented. It can be seen that the 'net circulation' mono- vortex not being seen in the measurements. Special
tonically increases till phase angle of 2000 is reached seeding methods may mitigate this problem slightly,
when the vortex convection starts. Nearly a 10 fold as also, conducting the experiment with large gains
increase was obtained in the upstroke of the airfoil in the system with a method that validates the data
from a - 50 to a - 130 . The changes seen between below a preset amplitude limit so that only signals
0 = 2000 - 2160 are believed to be due to the in- from small particles are indeed picked up and vali-
ability of the LDV seed particles to follow the rapid dated. Limiting the measurement to the phase angle
changes in the flow. However, near the dynamic stall range of interest would help too as in this method
angle, a slowly decreasing trend is observed. Some of measurement, a required number of samples will
of the discrepancies noted here are due to the fact be obtained at each phase angle, rather than a total
that the entire upper surface data has not yet been number in the whole cycle (This would also increase
obtained and also due to the appioximations made in the experiment time enormously). The blockage of
reaching this stage. the beams by the airfoil will only add to these dif-

ficulties. All in all, the measurements are extremely
difficult and some success has been achieved in the

G. Discussions of the Measurement Challenges present study. Not seeing the dynamic stall vortex
does not limit the usefulness of the data in anyway

The measurements reported in this paper were because the goal is to understand its formation and
obtained after partially solving some of the formidable possible prevention. The 'game' is already 'lost' when
challenges posed by the flow, flow geometry and the the vortex begins to move.
measurement technique. It is worth stating before
proceeding further that the mean velocity measure- 5. Concluding Remarks
ments repeat to within 5% at any given station over
most of the oscillation cycle. The unsteady nature of 1. Velocity data over an oscillating airfoil in dy-
the flow and the large amplitude of oscillation of the n . Vel h a be n o iothe first in The
experiment required acquiring a very large amount of namic stall have been obtained for the first time. The
data over the cycle to realize low uncertainty levels, velocity field exhibits interesting features over the en-
The 10,000 samples/per point collected in this exper- 2. The data show the formation of a separation
iment ensures that this can be achieved, but a bet- bubble over the airfoil surface and its bursting just
ter accuracy could be obtained if a much larger num- around where the dynamic stall vortex forms.
ber of samples, say 50,000 could be obtained. How- 3. The velocity profiles over the airfoil change
ever, the extent of the flow field surveyed would mean from that of a leading edge wall jet to a wake like
an experiment that runs for several months with the distribution in an oscillation cycle depending upon
airfoil oscillating, leading to other difficulties. This the flow in the bubble.
would still not guarantee that adequate number of 4. The velocity field shows that the flow expe-
samples will be found in each phase angle bin of in- riences rapid accelerations over a large region of the
terest from 1800 to 2160 due to the iandomness of airfoil with values as high as 1.6U, at a free stream
the particle arrival rate in the probe volume. The Mach number of 0.3 and a reduced frequency of 0.05.
problems of the particle arrival in the measurement Instantaneously, the velocities reached magnitudes of
volume and particle lag are especially accute after 1.8Uo, but, no supersonic velocities were observed.
the vortex forms and convects because the particles It is believed that the formation of the bubble has
have to follow the rapid accelerations experienced by modified the local pressure distribution sufficiently to
the flow in the shear layer that envelops the vortex, grossly alter the flow.
Given that the frequency of oscillation is 21.6 Hz and 5. The extent of the moving wall effect has been
hence that the vortex is shed about once every 5U quantified and it is found to be much greater than
milliseconds, this is a challenge. In addition, the for- previously assumed as flow accelerations can be seen
mation, growth and movement of the vortex all occur at large distances (y/c = 0.5) from the airfoil.
in approximately 5 milliseconds. At M = 0.3, with 6. Circulation (estimated from vorticity) was
the range of velocities encountered, the particles are shown to increaso monotonically until the dynamic
subject to an acceleration of 0 ((103 - 104 )M/s 2 ). stall vortex begins to convect.
It is clear that most particles may not be following 7 The fact that the dynamic stall vortex was
the flow under these conditions. The small particles not found distinctly has been attributed to the limi-
that may follow the flow would not scatter sufficient tations of the measurement technique and some possi-
light to provide a good signal to noise ratio. The ble methods of capturing it are offered. Further stud-
large dynamic range oi the flow also reduces the SNR ies using the alternate methods of measurements dis-
(as SNR is inversely proportional to bandwidth) It cussed are expected to provide a more comprehensive
may be recalled here that in the present measure- information of the flow field
rnents, the system gains were optimized to get good
signals over the whole cycle. that is. the gains were Acknowledgements
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